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Sounds the Same 

In the column on the left, record five picture words. Say the word.  
Draw a picture of the word. Think of other words that sound like 
the picture word. Write three words in the right column that rhyme 
with the picture word in the left column. 

 Picture Word  Rhyming Words Picture
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Write the Room 

Look around the classroom for picture words.  Record five of them 
on the lines below.  Draw a picture to illustrate each word.

 Word Picture 

 1.

 2.

3.

 4.

 5.
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Read each clue.  Think of which picture word matches the clue.  
Write the word on the line in the guess column.  Read the next clue 
and make another guess.

Clue Guess

1. This word has              letters.

This word looks like this:5. 

This word rhymes with 

                                      .
4. 

This word has              sounds.3. 

This word has              
syllables.

2. 
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Picture Word Chart 

1. Choose a picture word.  Think of three other words that are 
connected to the picture word at the top.  Draw a quick sketch of 
each picture word.  

2. How are these words related?  
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Predict the Hidden Word 

Mary’s Farm

On Mary’s farm we get to play with lots of animals. 

She has a pig.  He likes to lie in the mud.  She also has a                   

cow who gives her milk.  She makes cheese from the milk.  She 

also has a goat.  They live outside, in the barn.

We like to pet the dog and the cat.   They live with her in the

house.  She takes them for rides on the tractor.  

Mary takes us for rides on her horse.  We take the horse 

for long rides on the trail.  
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Add fl, pl, sh or ch to make picture words.  Write the letters on the 
lines to make words.  Draw a picture of the word in the box.

            eep             ate             ip

            est             ag             ain

            irt             ane             y

            eese             oe             ain


